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Ladies, figure out how to protect yourselves from physical and emotional predators without
ever throwing a punch! Filled up with practical guidelines and eye-opening info from a CIA
officer with twenty-three years of knowledge in the field, this publication is a must-read for
each and every woman. Use CIA-examined espionage and profiling abilities to learn a man
and find out whether his intentions are hostile or friendly.
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Great Book - Specifically for Women! Great reserve! Although the reserve in written for ladies,
among the early chapters is normally written to fathers and grandfathers, it's certainly a reserve
that many people should read - especially women! The author explains the procedures a
person should go through to make sure that people are authentic and trustworthy, as too
often they're not really and those perpetrators have not been property vetted, that may
produce catastrophic results in the lives of unsuspecting people.I would recommend this book
highly! This is a must read book. Illuminating Reading for Females of Any Age This is an excellent
book for all women who date to learn, whatever the age.! Fun, interesting, quick browse. how to
spot a good guy v This book sheds light on a few of the trends in how men and women think
and how exactly to examine and avoid potentially dangerous or vulnerable situations. In
addition, it displays you how to set boundaries, how to spot a good man v. a predator. It
addresses the gray areas or how to be aware of inappropriate behavior from any guy, (no
matter title). In case you are a woman, woman or mother or father, this book will give you the
tools you need to be empowered.S. 1 in 4 ladies in the U. possess or will become a victim of
domestic violence in her life time.. There are a large number of therapy classes, books on how
best to get a man and healing seminars, but this reserve can help you prepare and become
empowered instead of being afraid. It is an easy browse, a significant subject, with plenty of
humor, as well.. I specifically was intrigued by the chapters about vetting dates by viewing their
behavior on early dates, and asking queries that might elucidate character characteristics to
consider, both positive and negative. Advice we women badly need I have a girl and two
granddaughters that I actually sent this publication to, after reading it myself. Not what I was
looking for Not exactly what I was looking for, but there are a hardly any tips. Sexual
harassment is still an issue in schools and workplaces over the nation. Nowadays, the best
advice is how exactly to shield yourself from relationships that can not merely be dangerous,
but existence -altering.too much trouble to return. Five Stars good useful suggestions,
engaging reading for teen girls Five Stars Smart read for high school girl Three Stars its ok
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